
Curriculum Plan
Department/subject: Mathematics - Year 10 Spring Term
Our Vision: We take opportunities and aspire to excellence
Our Intent:

● All students will experience a curriculum richness, breadth and depth
● The curriculum equips every student with the knowledge and skills for the future in our local area and beyond
● The curriculum builds on prior knowledge and creates a ‘web of knowledge’
● Gaps in knowledge and skills are identified and addressed quickly

Year Spring 1 Spring 2
Knowledge to be
taught

● Angles and bearings - using cardinal directions and related
angles, drawing and interpreting scale diagram, understand and
represent bearings, measure and read bearings calculate
bearings using angle rules, solve bearings problems using
Pythagoras and Trigonometry

● Circle – recognising and labelling parts of a circle, calculate
fractional parts of a circle, calculate length of an arc, calculate
the area of a sector, volume and surface area of a cylinder, cone
and sphere.

● Higher only – Circle theorems, problem solving with similar
shapes.

● Vectors – understand and represent vectors, use and read vector
notation, draw and understand vectors, multiply by a scalar, add
vectors, subtract vectors.

● Higher only – explore vector journeys in shapes, explore
quadrilaterals using vectors, understand parallel vectors, explore
collinear points using vectors, use vectors to construct geometric
arguments and proofs.

● Ratio and Fractions – compare quantities using a ratio, link ratios
and fractions, share in a ratio, link ratios and graphs, link ratios and
scales, use ratios and fractions to make comparison, solve
problems with currency conversion, use and interpret ratios of the
form 1:n and n:1, solve best buy problems, combine a set of ratios,
link ratio and algebra, mixed ratio problems.

● Higher only – ratio in area and volume problems
● Percentages and interest - convert and compare fractions,

decimals and percentages, work out percentages of amounts,
increase and decrease by a given percentage, express one number
as a percentage of another, find the original value after a
percentage change, calculate simple and compound interest,
repeated percentage change, growth and decay, solve problems
involving percentages, ratios and fractions.

● Probability - four operations with fractions, probabilities sum to 1,
sample space, experimental probability, venn diagrams, frequency
trees, probability trees.

Key Words Compass, point, angle, turn, enlarge scale factor, convert, ratio, similar,
clockwise, north, bearing, due east…, construct, parallel, alternate,
corresponding, co-interior, perpendicular, trigonometry, sine rule, cosine
rule, opposite, adjacent, hypotenuse.

Ratio, equivalent, unit, convert, share, compare, proportion, ratio,
gradient, origin, exchange rate, convert, scale, map, bearing, integer,
non-integer, best value, LCM, equation, enlarge, similar, scale factor.



Radius, chord, sector, segment, centre, diameter, arc, tangent,
circumference, area, proportion, isosceles.
Column vector, magnitude, direction, scalar, size, resultant magnitude,
collinear

Fraction, decimal, percentage, equivalent, convert, multiplier, interest,
reduce, denominator, repeated, compound, depreciate, iterate.
Numerator, denominator, exact value, LCM, outcome, equally likely, event,
complement, union intersect expected value, universal set, sample space,
independent, dependent, conditional.

Links to prior
knowledge

Students will revisit and make great use of prior knowledge such as
parallel line angle rules, drawing and use of scales and will reinforces
trigonometry from the autumn term.
Circles develop from their basic understanding and use their knowledge
of fractions to discover new formula to use. Students will also revisit
vectors that are used in translations at KS3 and will develop this to
higher level problems.

Students will revisit and develop topics like compare quantities using a
ratio, link ratios and fractions, share in a ratio, link ratios and graphs, link
ratios and scales, convert and compare fractions, decimals and
percentages, work out percentages of amounts, increase and decrease by
a given percentage, express one number as a percentage of another, find
the original value after a percentage change, four operations with
fractions, probabilities sum to 1, sample space.

How knowledge is
assessed

Knowledge is assessed through both a formative and a summative
approach. Teachers will use some of the following:

● Baseline assessments – These are completed at the end of each
half term on the topics that are to be taught the following term
to assess students prior knowledge.

● Retrieval Starter questions – Students are expected to complete
their retrieval starter questions through Dr Frost Maths at the
beginning of every lesson (those without ipad do them into their
books)

● Retrieval Quizzes - Retrieval quizzes recap on knowledge and
content taught in the previous term in order to ascertain if
knowledge has been retained. Generally the quizzes are self
marked as the teacher goes through the answers. They will
receive a Medal and Mission statement where they will be given
the opportunity to have a go at similar questions to the one they
got wrong.

● Sparx Maths Homework  - Students will be set 1hour of
homework a week through Sparx Maths. This will consist of tasks

Knowledge is assessed through both a formative and a summative
approach. Teachers will use some of the following:

● Quizzes
● Retrieval Starter questions
● Teacher questioning throughout the lessons
● Mini white boards
● True or false activities
● Student’s discussion and presentations
● Hegarty Maths
● Dr Frost Maths
● Sparx Maths for Home learning
● In Addition to the regular retrieval quizzes, at the end of every half

term there will be a class test. Teachers will mark the student’s
assessments and provide them with a question level analysis (QLA)
sheet. This will identify Red, Amber and Green topics and students
will be given time to work on their individual areas for
development and will be expected to continue this at home



linked to current content, consolidations tasks and where
appropriate times tables challenges.

● Teachers use in class strategies and approaches which may
include, no hands up questioning throughout the lessons, show
me mini white boards, True or false activities, exit tickets,
student’s discussion and presentations, card sort activities,
reasoning and problem solving tasks

How gaps will be
addressed ● Therapy lessons will take place after each end of term

assessment, this could be whole class therapy and/or individual
therapy which will allow students to address their individual
areas for development and for teachers to pick up on any
common mistakes/misconception using their QLA –
Red/Amber/Green Sheets.

● Students are encouraged to take responsibility for their own
learning, students will be expected to catch up on any work from
missed lessons, where appropriate resources are uploaded to
google classrooms the morning of the lesson.  If a student is
finding a topic challenging, we encourage them to carry out
some independent work on one of our online learning platforms
and/or to speak to their teacher at the earliest opportunity.

● We run a homework club that students are encouraged to attend
to get support with their home learning or any of the concept in
lessons they may be finding difficult.
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Cultural capital
lessons ● Problem solving will be embedded into lessons where students

will learn to UNPACK problems pulling together different
mathematical skills.

● Problem solving will be embedded into lessons where students
will learn to UNPACK problems pulling together different
mathematical skills.



● Links to ‘real life’ maths will be made to give concept to
mathematical skills.

● We will have overarching ‘Big questions’ to each lesson thinking
about the bigger picture of the lesson.

● Some students will be entered for the UKMT maths challenge
and the HFL challenges throughout the year.
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